




Notice your internal dialogue:
• Interrupt any negative thoughts
• Say ‘STOP!’
• Visualise the ‘lollipop man’
• Then deliberately say something like:

- ‘I can handle this’
- ‘I can manage this’
- ‘I can do this’
- ‘I can get through this’

• See yourself succeeding - visualise a successful outcome

What are some of your positive pressures?

What are some of your negative stresses?

The difference between pressure and stress is the degree of 
negative emotion that accompanies it.

• Remember a time when you did handle pressure well.
• Describe what you did in order to handle pressure well:
• What did you say to yourself? What did you imagine? How

did you feel?

• What has to be true for you to handle pressure well?

• What can you do to manage pressure?



VERBAL & NON-VERBAL - THINKING & LEARNING 

Ways of Thinking 

Verbal Non-Verbal 

• words • pictures 

• logic • guesses 

• 'one step at a time' thinking • 'all at once' thinking 

• self-talk • imagination 

• analysing • synthesising 

• phonetic memory • visual memory 

• detail first • big picture first 

Turning those ... Generating ideas ... 

Good problem solving requires ... 

Verbal Non-Verbal 

Strategies for learning: Strategies for learning: 

• reading • underlining or highlighting 

• writing key words 

• listening • pictures, diagrams, flowcharts 

• reading out loud . hands-on models 

• recording and playing back • role playing, acting out 

• teaching others • taking notes in different 

• learning from the radio colours 

• group discussion • making mind-maps 

• debate, argument • visualisation 

• flashcards 



Overcoming procrastination:

Get Organized. 

• Get all assignment and test dates in 
advance from all your teachers.

• Break each piece of work down into its 
parts.

• Make up a schedule each week with all 
your deadlines for every assignment and 
all your sports, extra-curricula and social 
events for the week.

• Make up a daily “To Do” list and get 
things done! Cross them off when they 
are done.

• Do a small amount on every pending 
assignment EVERY DAY!





Memory processes – research findings:
1) Re-reading doesn’t produce good memory, self-testing does.
Read a section, pause, ask yourself a question, check with the text,
move on.
Questions like:
• what are the key points in what I have just read?
• how does this new stuff connect to what I already know?
• what is another example of this?
• what do I understand now about this that is new for me?

2) Making your own notes in your own words significantly
increases your memory of that information - works much better
than copying a teacher’s or textbook’s notes.

3) Once you understand, remembering becomes easy.
Understanding comes from explaining ideas, concepts, facts – in
your own words.

How to study effectively:
• Every night read over everything you processed in class that
day, create questions for teachers the next day of anything you
don’t yet understand
• Make weekly and monthly summaries of key points in each
subject – in your own words, with colour, diagrams, images
• Work with a partner or study group with similar goals – teach
each other
• Display your summaries on your bedroom wall
• After every assessment rewrite the answers to any questions
you got wrong
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